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THE EASTERN PROGRESS
■ICWOND, KT,

VOL. DX

BARGE TRIP,
PICNIC SET
FOR JULY 4

\

LECTURED HERE

FRIDAY, JULY 1, 1931.

CHAUTAU0UA PREDICT 145
WEEK HELD IN AUGUST
AT COLLEGE GRADUATION

Great Crowd Expected to
Attend Day's Outing on
Kentucky River

Student Loan Fund Increased Largest Number in Exer.
cises In History of the
Ry Ten Percent of
Institution
Ticket Sales

TICKETS AT BOOK STORE

RETURN

NUMBER 16

REED LECTURES HERE

SENIORS PICK
WALDROP AS
CLASS HEAD
Cyrus
Waldrop Succeeds
Floyd Gains as President of
Graduating Class; Both
From Owenton

ENGAGEMENT '31 TOTAL MAY RE 225

LEADER

The all day picnic and barge trip,
previously announced as one of the
summer's outstanding trips, will be
taken by members of the geography
and geology classes and any regularly enrolled students of the Institution who may desire, tomorrow,
July 4, according to the announcement early this week by Dr. L. Q.
Kennamer, head of the department
of geography and sponsor of the
summer excursion trips to points of
interest In Kentucky. The trip to
be ade a sort of school picnic and
all students are eligible to attend.
Busses will leave the campus at
7:00 a. m. and proceed to Boones. v. boro beach where the picnic crowd
-•will board the barge and leave at
8:00 a. m. for the all day excursion
on Kentucky river. The barge will
return to Boonesboro about four
o'clock Saturday evening in order
that the party may spend considerable time swimming at the historic Boonesboor beach.
Dr. Kennamer stated In Interview
* this week that the trip was without
question the best on the summers
schedule and urged all students to
secure tickets Immediately. He said
that an excellent orchestra was being secured to provide music for
dancing on the barge.
Tickets for the barge trip are on
sale at the College Book Store at
$1.00. Those wishing to provide
their own transportation to Boonesboro may do so. Special busses will
operate to the beach and return.
Bus transportation for the twentysix mile round trip Is 50c.
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ON

CAMPUS

The Redpath Chautauqua, de Approximately one hundred and
luxe circuit, opened its annual week forty-five graduates wUl be awarded
Cyrus Waldrop. Owentown, Ky.,
on the campus of Eastern Kentucky degrees and certificates at the midwas elected as president of the senState Teachers College Thursday summer commencement exercises
ior class of the Eastern Kentucky
afternoon, June 25, with the pres- at the Eastern Kentucky State
State Teachers College, Richmond,
entation of Reno, the magician. The Teachers College, according to the
at a meeting of the summer fourthNew York comedy success, "Broken number who have already made
years In the recreation room of
Dishes,'' was presented at the eve- application at the office of M. E.
Burnam hall, Wednesday, June 17.
ning engagement.
Mattox, registrar.
Mr. Waldrop, commonly known as
Ten per cent of the total proceeds The great increase in the num"Rabbit." Is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
from ticket sales were donated to ber scheduled for graduation honJ. T. Waldrop, Owenton. and Is sucthe student loan fund, according to ors over the previously announced
ceeding Floyd Galnes, also of Owenthe announcement by Ed Wayman, figure has been caused by the rapid
Dr. George H. Blakeslee. above, local merchant in charge of ticket Increase In each term's enrollment Dr. Thomas H. Reed, above, pro- ton, as leader of the 148 seniors now
enrolled. Mr. Gaines, ex-president
professor of history and interna- sales, and Prof. Meredith J. Cox, throughout the past two years.
fessor of political science, Univer- of the class, was a graduate of the
chairman
of
the
student
loan
fund.
According
to
the
figures
received
tional relations at Clark University, At press time the total amount to
sity of Michigan, opened the pub- class of June, and is planning to
spoke to the student body at East- be presented to the loan fund had from the registrar's office this week, lic affairs course at Eastern Mon- teach
Owenton High School
ern Kentucky state Teachers Col- not been determined, but estimates 49 seniors have made application day, June 15, speaking on "Democ- during Inthethe
school year of 1932.
lege this morning on "The Present this week placed the figure at ap- for degrees, and 73 have applied for racy In Peril." Dr. Reed Is one of
Coming to Eastern from the
standard certificates.
The pres- the four leading educators who deSituation In China." This was his proximately $180.
ent total of 122 Is expected to reach livered five lectures each In the Owenton High School in 1925, Mr.
first address in a series of five lecThe thrilling experiences of Ray 145 with the opening of the second summer feature course.
Waldrop has taken a considerable
tures which he is giving at Eastern Hansen,
former assistant prosecutoi summer term, July 20.
part in the athletic program. He
today and tomorrow on current re- and clean-up
of Chi- Those who have applied for deplayed football and baseball during
lations of the United States and the cago, proved theinvestigator
feature of the sec- grees at the August commencement
his four years' work at Eastern, and
East. His lectures will conclude the ond day's program.
Hansen had exercises are Ansel B. Arnold, Louise
had the distinction of being elected
public affairs course which is being all the "dope" on Mr.
the underworld, Broaddus, Clark E. Chestnut, Sara
as manager for the vassity basketoffered in the summer school.
was
kidnaped
and
"taken
for
a
ball squad during '30 and '31. He
Dr. Blakeslee spoke again this ride," and badly beaten during his Cosby, Josephine M. Davis, Ester
Is an active member of the Sigma
afternoon at 1:10 on "America's In- term as prosecutor. The interesting Helen Elliott, Mabel K. Elliott,
terests and Policies In the Par and informing story of his experi- Lewis Clyde Farley, Cyrus E. Green, Eastern Coaches Attending Phi Sigma, physical education club
at Eastern, and the "E" club, an orEast." His third address "Japan's ence while living in gangland were Ester L. Gschwind, Henry Hacker,
Summer School at Univganization for students qualified to
Clarissa Hicks, Margaret HleronyProblems as a Great Power" will be extremely fascinating.
given this evening at 6:30. Tomormus, French Holbrook, Mary Lillian
wear the "E" worn In intercollegiate
of Michigan
"Her
Husband's
Wife,"
a
threepthletlcs.
row he will speak on "The United act comedy, was Jammed full of Lea, William Franklin McGlbney,
States and Soviet Relations" at laughter and sparkled with bright Noeml Maddox, Betty Martin, GerThe senior class during the first
Coaches Charles (Turkey) Hughes summer
9:30 a. m. and will conclude his lec- dialogue. It was preceded by a lec- trude Mlcheal, Elolse Million, Mild- and
term is the largest In the
"Mighty
Atom'
Portwood
left
tures at 1:10 p. m. when he will ture, "Are Kings and Queens Hu- red Owens, Julia Ann Peters, Char- Saturday, June 20, to attend a 13- history of the institution, and Judgspeak on "Should the United States man?" by Adalln Wright Macauley, les Alpha Pettlt, D. W. Prewltt, week summer term of work at the ing from the number of applications
Cooperate Politically with Europe?" former president of the American Charles P. Ray, Rupert 8. Rees University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. received for the second summer
Prominent educators who have
Edna M. Richards, Alice Isabelle The Eastern athletic mentors were term, the total should reach 175 at
Auxiliary and at present Roach,
preceded Dr. Blakeslee In the pub- Legion
Amanda Patrick Salyers, accompanied by their coaches, Mrs. the beginning of the second term.
recognized
as
one
of
America's
lic affairs course are Dr. Thomas
Mildred
Mae Scott, Sue Scrivner, Hughes and Mrs. Portwood.
Already fifty-one have filed applispeakers.
Nixon Carver, Harvard University; foremost
Mrs. Mae Blackby Smith, Dorothy
cation for degrees in August, acTurkey
Hughes
came
to
Eastern
Lura
Forbes,
popular
entertainer,
Dr. Thomas H. Reed, University of
Violin Maker of Cremona." a Ten-ill, Tabltha Tudor, Claude in 1929 from Harlan high school. He cording to the announcement this
Michigan; Dr. John H. Latane, "The
musical
comedy drama, and the Waldrop, Lawrence V. Welsh, Cecil was the only four letter man to week by M E. Mattox, registrar.
Johns Hopkins University.
Other officers elected for the
Metropolitan Singers were the fea- O. Wheeldon, Effle Newby White, finish at University of Kentucky.
L. White, Rawdy Whlt- Al Portwood, Eastern's first full- summer term seniors are: Clark
tures of the fourth day. A lecture,*] Francis
taker,
Charles
E.
Work.
Ray
H.
time freshman coach, assisted Chestnut, Burning Springs, vice
"The Old Town In a New World,"
by Charles H. Plattenburg, and the Wright, and Alice McCleUan Young. Coach Hughes In tutoring the var- president; Mrs. Mary D. Foreman.
Tabulation of Student Records
sity In addition to having charge of Richmond secretary; and Virgil
great International
drama, "GrumShows Pulaski Second;
freshmen squads. He was freshman Fryman, Mt. Olivet, treasurer.
py," abound9 with mystery, thrills
coach at University of Kentucky
and comedy, were outstanding on
Whitley Third
before coming to Eastern last year.
Tuesday's program, followed by the
Both coaches plan to work in the
Philharmonic Ensemble with a vaThe official enrollment of 1,546 Virgil Fryman, Mt. Olivet riety
field
of physical education. They
of
music
ranging
from
clastic
in all branches of work during the
Roy, Selected as Senior
will
work
on their master's degree
to
popular
and
semi-popular.
first summer term Includes stuClass
Treasurer
during
the
12-week summer term,
Due
to
lack
of
interest
in
this
United
States
Senator
Speaks
dents from practically three-fourths
and return to Eastern In time for
year's chautauqua program, the
of the counties In the commonon
Conditions
in
Russia
0
early football practice.
Virgll Fryman, Mt. Olivet, Ky., Richmond Exchange Club, sponsors
wealth.
at
Chapel
Meeting
Announcement
of
Probable
of
the
yearly
entertainment,
la
Figures given out by the business was unanimously elected as class faced with a deficit of approxiDiscontinuance Brings
office early this week show Madi- treasurer for the senior class of the mately
$500 on this year's contract.
"If the Russian experiment sucson county leading the list with a Eastern Kentucky State Teachers Statements
Many Requests
from
members
of
the
total of 242 students enrolled. Pu- College at a meeting of the sum- Exchange club indicate refusal of ceeds, it will exercise tremendous inmer
fourth-years
in
the
recreation
fluence
over
ths-entire
world
and
If
laski was second with 50, closely
organization to sponsor the it fails It will probably not be tried
The feature column, the Scandal followed by Whitley with 46. Har- room of Burnam Hall, Wednesday,, tne
next year, even at the again by any people for a hundreu
ette, will be continued as a regular
lan ranked fourth with 42, and June 17. Mr. Fryman, better known chautauqua
lower bid offered by the man- years," Senator A. W. Barkley said
feature In the Progress during the
Letcher and Mercer tied for fifth as "Vlrge" by the student body, is much
Only Two of Eight Games to summer
the son of Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Fry- agers of the circuit.
terms, according to the anin his address to the student body
place with 41 each
be
Played
at
Home;
Open
nouncement by the editor-in-chief
Other counties with over-twenty man, Mt. Olivet, Ky. He succeeds
of Eastern Teachers College assemWith Sue Bennett
this week He stated that the anstudents were: Boyd 27; Boyle 22; Mr. Charles A. Pettlt, Dry Ridge,
bled In the Hira-n Brock auditorium
nouncement in the last issue of the
Bracken 20; Clay 35; Bstlll 38; Gar- Ky., as treasurer for the 148 seniors
for chapel exercises.
rard 34; Grant 33; Harrison 29; now enrolled In the graduating
"The Immense physical size of
The 1931 football schedule for paper to the effect of possible disKenton 20; Lincoln 33; McCreary class at Eastern.
Russia will show you how great Is Eastern Kentucky State Teachers continuance of the column during
Coming
to
Eastern
from
Robert21; Owen 24; Perry 22; Rockcastle
the Russian problem," Senator College has been completed and In- the summer terms brought so many
son County High School, Mr. Fry25; Scott 28; Shelby 23.
Barkley continued "The country cludes two games with strong Ohio requests for its continuance that two
Counties with over ten but less man has taken considerable part In
occupies one-sixth of the entire teams as well as one with a Ten- new Scandalette writers had been
than twenty were: Bell 16; Bour- the athletic program. He played on Can Prevent Development of earth's land area and Is the home of nessee representative arid five with secured, and the column would be
bon 12; Campbell 19; Casey 14; the varsity basketball team for three
Capitalistic System
a regular feature thruout the sumone-tenth of the world's population. Kentucky college elevens.
Floyd 16;1 Franklin 13; Henry 18; years, on the varsity baseball team
mer.
It has more rallorads than any
With
most
of
last
year's
freshman
Only
by
Force
three
years
and
on
the
football
Jackson 14; Jessamine 18; Johnson
country in the world outside of the squad expected beck this fall and The feature of gossip, hearsay,
squad
one
year.
He
taught
in
the
12; Knox 13; Laurel 18; Lee 14;
United States and is about the same only four varsity regulars lost by happenings of local color, and scanMason 19; Nicholas 15; Oldham 13; rural schools of Robertson county SPEAKS
size as the total of Canada, the graduation, Coach Turkey Hughes dal was added to the Eastern ProgAT
EASTERN
Owsley 13; Pendleton 14; Pike 14; for two years, and is planning to
United States and Mexico. Russia expects to have a somewhat stronger ress at the beginning of the '31 fall
Robertson 14; Trimble 11; Wayne teach and coach at Washington,
has more timber than the United team this year than last. A number term. Thruout the year It was deKy., Mason county, during the 1932
11.
.
"If there Is no coercion, nothing States and Canada put together and of men who barely faUed to make cided best to withhold the names of
school year.
Mr. Fryman has confined his can prevent the development of contains within its borders 167 na- the scholastic grade are In school the composers in order to enable
them to be In a better position to
preparatory work to the fields of capitalism," Dr. Thomas Nixon Car- tionalities speaking 149 different this summer making up work.
Those who were graduated this gather the numerous happenings for
mathematics, chemistry and phys- ver, of Harvard University, declared languages.
ical education. He is vice president Monday. June 22, while addressing "If a man should stand anywhere spring or will be in August are Capt. "broadcasting."
William White, former associate
of Sigma Phi Sigma, physical edu- the public relations class of Eastern in the United States east of Cleve- Alllngton Crace, Bob Davis, Cyrus
cation club at Eastern, and a mem- Teachers College gathered In the land, O., he would be closer to Mos- Waldrop and Orlando Lea. Crace editor of the Progress, and Miss
cow than the Russians living in and Davis were linemen and Wal- Mary Hston, freshman, were the
ber of the "E" club, an organiza- Hiram Brock auditorium.
originators and writers of the colLaurel Committee Re-elect tion for students qualified to wear "Capitalism is a system," Dr. Car- eastern Russia." Senator Barkley drop and Lea were backs.
said, "under which men own im- stated.
With Captain-elect Kenneth Can- umn.
Dr. Donovan as President, the "E" won in intercollegiate ath- ver
plements of production. It will arise
letics.
"The organization and mainte- field apparently recovered from his
Fill Other Posts
Other officers elected by the whenever and wherever men come nance of an army of five millions knee Injury, Jennings Jackson's
together
voluntarily
for
a
common
summer term seniors are: Clark
for the World War taxed the Rus- shoulder, which he broke last year
purpose of production. Nothing will sian people to such a great extent lr« early season, as good as new, and
MEET
AT LUNCHEON Chestnut, Burning Springs, vice stop
It but the exercise of some very that in 1917 they overthrew the czar Bob Ouy in better physical condipresident; Mrs. Mary D. Foreman,
Richmond, secretary, and Cy Wal- great outside force.
and set up their own government," tion, It appears that Coach Hughes
The Mountain Laurel Festival drop, Owenton, president.
"That is," he continued, 'What we the speaker said. "At the time of will not lack for' fullback strength
committee met at Eastern Teachers
mean by capitalism. But there is a the
O
political demise more this year unless the same thing hapCollege Sat.. June 27, for a lunchmodern Idea of capitalism which Is than czar's
85 percent of all the Russian pens that happened last year when Thirty-one of Scott County
eon followed by a business session
slightly different. This Idea Is that millions
Teachers Are Enrolled
could not read or write, but all three of his line plungers were
in which the officers for next year
capitalism is confined to the pos- this condition
Incapacitated
by
Injuries.
Is
slowly
being
betat Eastern
were elected. Dr. H. L. Donovan,
session of Implements of producA few of Coach Al Portwood's
president of Eastern Teachers Coltion. In this case your property, tered."
"Lenin and Trotsky and other ex- fresh failed to make the grade, but
such as a factory, is of no use to
lege was re-elected president of the
you unless it is made to work for iles who had been living in Europe Coach Hughes will have Feeback, Most of the thirty-one Scott
Laurel Festival committee for the
America and Siberia returned Fawkes. Hanson, Ethlngton and a county teachers taking work at the
year 1932. The festival will be held Eastern
Faculty Member the benefit of others. Tools, ma- and
chinery and Implements of produc- to St. Petersburg, later called Petro- number of other yearling stars as Eastern Kentucky State Teachers
at Clear Creek Springs again next
Continues as Exchange
tion are not articles of personal In- grad and now Leningrad, at about applicants for positions on the var- College during the first summer
year.
'•"Club President
Mrs. Annla Walker Burns, of
dulgence. You do not get any per- the same time. The Russian gov- sity, according to present Indica- term, attended the Scott county
picnic at Calais Cave on the Lansonal pleasure out of them. They ernment had fallen and the coun- tions.
Harlan, was elected secretary' and
Only two of the eight games caster pike, near Richmond, Wedtry was breaking to pieces, Ukranle,
simply
aid
you
to
do
more
work
for
treasurer of the organization and PLAN
CLUBS your fellow-men and to do it bet- Flnnland, Latvia, Lithuania, and scheduled by the Maroons will be neday, June 24.
NEW
five vice-presidents were chosen:
other states' declaring their inde- played at home. In the first game The Scott community club, an orW. W. Duffield, of Harlan; Walter
ter."
pendence.
But these exiles, on their of the season Eastern will meet Sue ganisation of students from Scott
"In
a
perfectly
voluntary
system
B. Smith, of Pinevllle.... Dr. T. W. Dr. L. O. Kennamer, heao of the]
has not yet perfected its
Ralney, of Lexington; William B. department of geography and geol- of life," Dr. Carver said, "the gen- return, took charge and set up a Bennett College here*on October 3 county,
during the first sumBelknap, of Goshen; and Thomas ogy at Eastern Kentucky State eral tendency of man is to take government which has consolidated and on November 7 the Lincoln organization
mer term, but the Scott county
Wallace, of Louisville.
Teachers College, and member of away from the waster who has lit- the whole country and given it a Memorial Institute will play here. teachers
now attending Eastern
The board of directors for the the Richmond Exchange club, was tle, and give to the user who has central headquarters at Moscow All other games will be played away have outlined
a social program for
1932 Laurel Festival committee are re-elected president of the State much. This is so that more and bet- They lost some territory Into free from home.
the term to enable a get together
The schedule follows:
H. H. Fuson, Harlan; Miss Jane Association of .Exchange Clubs at ter work will be done when the states, but it was not as much as
and gt acquainted spirit to prevail.
Oct. 3—8une Bennett, here:
Ramsey, Pinevllle; H. J. Douglas, the annual meeting held recently property or implement of produc- the state of Kentucky.
The group was escorted by Miss
tion Is put into the hands of a betOct. 10—Ohio Northern at Ada, O. Mary
Mlddlesboro; J. L. Creech, Wllllams- at High Bridge.
"Lenin and Trotsky started out
McKinney, member
Oct. 16—Wlttenburg at Spring- of the Frances
burg; President J. G. Gross, of J. J. Shannon, member of the lo- ter qualified worker. If a man has with pure socialism as propounded
geography and geology deUnion College, Barbourville; Dean cal club, was re-elected secretary of much It signifies that he is a good by Karl Marx," the speaker continfield, O.
at Eastern, and Miss LuWilliam Jesse Baira, Berea; T.--W. the association. The meeting of the worker and be will get more from ued. "This idea was that all propOct. 24—U. of L. at Louisville. partment
cille
Derrick,
Bellevue, prominent 7.
Gallagher, Corbln; Mrs. Anita Exchangeltes was held at High an Implement of production than erty should be divided equally beOct. 31—Georgetown College at W. C. A. worker.
will
a
man
who
has
little,
for
the
Bridge
pavilion
with
representaFlournoy, Paducah; and Miss FlorGeorgetown.
tween everybody. But this had to
Those who attended the picnic:
tives from WUmora, Louisville, very fact that he has little shows be modified. Russian families are
Nov. 7—Lincoln Memorial, here. Mary Ella Cannon, Lillie Biddle,
ence Regland.
that
he
is
a
poor
worker.
ConsidAmong those present for the busi- Nicholasville, Shelbyvllle and RichNov.
14—Morehead
at
Morehead.
now
allowed
to
own
their
personal
Marcella Johnson, Bertha Powers,
ness session were Miss Ramsey, Mr. mond present. The Wllmore club ered thus, how can we fall to be- belongings, but all the land, facNov. 21—Western at Bowling Nannie and Annie .Fields, Anna'-*
lieve In the development of capi- tories, railroads, e(tc, are owned by
Douglas, Mr. Creech, Dean Balrd, was host for the meet.
Green.
West Mildred Ireland, Forest MoreMr. Gallagher, Mrs. Floumoy, Mrs. Late In the afternoon following talism?"
Oland, Georgetown; Clara Mae NelDr. Carver, as the second speaker the government and run from MosBurns, and President Donovan. the closing session the visitors were
pany'8 'combines,' (machines which son, Nell Marshall, Cassle Hamilton
cow."
.in
the
public
relations
course
of
the
taken
for
a
boat
ride
up
the
river.
President Donovan acted as the
"The Russian government has one cut and thresh wheat in one opera- and sister, Luella Risk, Ssdlevule;
Later a dinner was served at the summer school, delivered his first farm." Senator. Barkley related, tion) being pulled by Henry Ford's Mona Glass. Hulda True, Wlstei
presiding officer.
address
on
"The
Causes
of
Business
pavilion, followed by a dance.
O
comprising 840,000 acres on which tractors. There are 700 automobiles Curtis, J.C.True, Stamping Ground;
Adenia, the world's deadliest Those in attendance at the meet- Depressions" Thursday afternoon. you can plow a furrow 40 miles long in use on this farm. All the Rus- Herbert Jones, Corinth; Qayle
He
concluded
his
stay
here
and
his
poison, 5,000 times more powerful ing from the Richmond club includ- part of the public relations course without turning. This farm employs slan government farms, are In Horn Hlnton; Miss Mary F. Mcthan strychnine, is obtained from a ed Dr. and Mrs. Kennamer, Mr. and with an address tins afternoon on 18.000 farm hands. On It you can! charge of American farming ex- Kinney, pi^hf-ry^d. and Lttflflsi
plant in the Transvaal, South Afri- Mrs. Ed Wayman, D. J. Williams,
Derrick, Bellevue.
see International Harvester Com- perts," Senator Barkley said
"Economic
j. j. ■»"—*■ and Leon Elder.
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In this issue of the Progress there appear
the ads of Richmond's most reliable business
men. They are a worthy group of business
leaders in Richmond whose policies merit their
advertisements being found in the columns of
the official student publication of Eastern.
The appearance of a merchant's ad in the
Progress assures you that that business man
handles a brand of merchandise or renders a
kind of service that may be relied upon.
The merchants whose ads you will find continually in the columns of the Progress are the
progressive type of men who are trying to do
their every bit to loosen the business of Richmond from the throes of "depression bugs."
Back the advertisers of the Progress, and in
so doing you are backing the school. Spend
your money with Richmond's progressive business men. Remember the slogan, "I saw it in
the Progress."
Failure
To many people failure to achieve a certain
goal which they have set for themselves means
an end to their efforts. They feel that they
have been cheated and that there is no use to
try again.
Toothers, however, who have more brawn
and courageous character, a failure is only a
challenge—a means of spurring them on to accomplish more definite things. The American
example of success, Henry Ford, has said that
the accomplishment of one out of every four
things we undertake is success.
Failure is a true test of one mettle—it shows
up what defects We may have in our character.
The ability to overcome bitter disappointments
and proceed with an unshaken faith and determination toward our purpose is truly worth cultivating.

Picnic
Every student now enrolled in Jie institution
should attend the all-day picnic and barge trip
being sponsored by the department of geology
and geography on July 4.
The trip on the Kentucky river with its deep
gorge, steep wooded cliffs, and palisades unequalled anywhere in this section of the country
is one of the most scenic and educational to be
offered during the summer.
The contacts you will make during the day
CAMPUS PHILOSOPHER
while swimming, boat riding, dancing, and sun
bathing will prove invaluable to you during the
Back the advertisers of the Progress, and
remainder of the summer.
in so doing you are backing the school publiEnjoy this Independence Day by forgetting cation.
your school work for one day. Secure your
tickets at the College Book Store.
There is a fortune awaiting for the student
who can perfect the notebook with the interSpring Drive
changeable name plate on the front.
Anyone can have spring fever. There's
nothing distinguished about that. It's the felWhen recently asked why she had started
low has has spring drive that is outstanding— wearing dark smoked glasses, a sophomore rehe's going to get somewhere. No slumping plied, "So that I may sleep in chapel and not
for him—he hasn't time. He has picked his be noticeable." Another good selling point
goal, and he's on his way. He isn't aware for Woolworth goods. Watch for a smoked
that the weather has gone warm, but he can glasses fad.
keep digging right on.
He isn't blind to blue skies and a gay green
1 he great thing in our life is not the stand
outdoors, but he can still see his job. He isn't we take on matters, but the direction we move.
deaf to bird-calls, but he knows when to an- To reach a measure of success we must sail—
swer them and when to sit tight. He gets in sometimes against the tide, sometimes with it—
his hiking and fishing and baseball—and gets but we must sail.
in his regular work.
He hasn't much spare time, but he has just
Don't mind the chlorine sting of the water
as much fun as the fellow who's loafing with in the new swimming pool. Someone has sugthe spring fever. More, in fact. You can't gested that it's the unusual purity of the water
have a good time when youre feeling limp and that does the hurting.
laxy. After all, you don't need to feel that
way. You're your own manager; you can
Monuments and tablets are often erected to
have what you want.
keep the memory of some person alive. But
Be soft and sympathetic with yourself, and the best monument after all cannot equal, as a
you'll have spring fever. Grin at yourself and permanent reminder, noble deeds.
keep hustling, and you'll have spring drive.
You're the manager—you decide.
The trouble with profanity is not so much
—The American Boy.
that it is wicked as it is just plain "dirty."
Stay in School
Two-thirds of the first summer school has
gone. With the drawing near of term end
comes the thought of continuing in school next
term or the possibility of having to drop out.
You made a Wise decision when you decided
to spend the summer months in further preparation. You should be congratulated for deciding to spend what would be ordinarily a leisurely vacation in a progressive manner, especially
during the present crisis. You have started
on the right path to success. You have learned
that time is precious—to lose it means failure.
Yet many of those now enrolled are going
to soon make the decision thsfewill spell failure
to them in a way.' Many of the students now
enrolled will deem it "impossible" to remain
in school another term. Impossible in that they
have no further desire to remain in preparation.
And if their goal is no higher than that it is
well that they go.
A great majority of the students enrolled
during the summer terms find that they are
forced to secure their education "piece-meal"
^-between regular teaching terms. This system is not especially favored, but is not so bad
unless the "meals!! are too few and far be%
tween.
Jf there is a possible way to continue in
school during the second summer term, find ft.
Every hour's credit you make during the presesjt depression will qualify you all the better to
handle the "big job" with the .return of pros. BSrfty. He who makes use of his time now
and prepares- will find the path easy when he
•oon outdistances the "quitter."

Somehow or other the Chautauqua wasn't
natural last year when held in the new auditorium, minus the peanuts and cracker-jack,
but it isn't natural this year in the tent, minus
the jack to buy cracker-jack.

SCANDALETTE
Well, girls, ITS rat: in town
again. All you have to do is loot
around and there It comes, a BIO
RED OAR with big RED HEADED
RED McDOUOLE at the wheelburning his fifteen gallons -of gas
every day. We don't need our glasses
to see that SHIRLEY WICKER is
getting her part of It. But alas—
RED wrecked his car and now they
Sit in the BAXTORIA. SHIRLEY
Is shinning her eyes around 'or another big car.
You know the experiences of
EVANGELINE SHAFER has helped
us newcomers oh the campus a lot.
The first night of cfaautaqua she
got out of a car about 9:30 right
in front of BURN AM HALL and
our beloved nlghtwatchman, MR
SPEARS, took her right Into MISS
ROBERTS. Better hick next time
VAN.
Many of us remember the campus GOLD DUST TWINS of last
summer. One of them, LUCY
MITCHELL, still being at Eastern,
Is doing her best to hold the limelight. But a new SET has appeared
in the forms of CLAUDE DE MARCUS and GERTRUDE MORGAN,
the Frlgidalre twins, who seem to
get their names from their associations With JINGLES MAUPTN of
Stockton's drug store fame. One ol
my acquaintances says that one of
these twins is not so COLD as some
people may have us think. Boys, you
had better look into this, it might
be. a good thing.''
My but these little overheard
conversations are interesting, especially when they are like the one
between FLORENCE HAMILTON
and EVA MAX TUDOR. E. M
seemed to be in a rage because she
had asked some, a BOY, why she
was not as popular as she was last
year and he had so very frankly
said, "you are too fat," and TUDOR
was appealing to FLORENCE for
consolation. You can imagine those
words of comfort.
Everything seems to be mighty
quiet on the Eastern front since
JOE BENDER, JAZZ RUTLEDOE,
JIM AULT and their gang left. Oh,
well, maybe some spirit or spirits
will turn up to help the ole team
spirit, eta
We understand that NEWTON
OAKE8 recommended to DR. DONOVAN that MR. COX be promoted
to the salesmanship department because of his unusual success in getting students to sell chautauqua
tickets, but OLIVE TERRTLL and
RAY 8TOCKER say they were
only trying to help their chemistry
grades.
Summit street is Is getting quite
popular lately and all because of
LORRAINE CHTNN and RED
SHELTON sleeping on their front
porch these hot nights. HERMAN
HALE knows how to find out such
things, you can be certain.
Say, girls, we had better get busy.
A real lover has appeared on the
battle front. His name Is JACK
ATKINS, but aa usual the campus
heartbreaker, LOUISE RUTLEDOE,
has her sights primed and the best
we can do now is to elect a candidate, so I nominate the experienced
KITTY MARTTN.
I Just happened to think—now
imagine that Nevertheless, I'll bet
our math professor, MR. PARK, Is
wishing for another social so that
he can demonstrate his utter Indifference to the charms of MISS
RlCIf ARD80N. one of our winsome
librarians.
BURNAM ESTRIDGE says she
doesn't want to make this column.
All right, Burnam, but we had better not find you parked on these
country roadsides again.
It has been rumored that LEUA
MYERS is engaged to a Danville
man. I would advise him to come
to Eastern and look things over for
another prospect as his cousin,
FRANK CONO/LETON, seems to
want to keep all the good things in
the family.
MUSS ROBERTS says that it Is
mighty quiet in the hall these evenings. Now I wonder If that Is
caused by the moon and the absence of PRES. DONOVAN'S flash
light, or as GEORGE CARROLL
says, "Have an the goodlooklng women gone home?" Be •careful,
GEORGE!
TALLY DE WITT says his swimming Instructing Job Is not what It
could be if only ELIZABETH DAVI80N
were taking the class. IRMA vFiggg says she thought
SAM ROUTENBERG might teach
her to swim while he was here this
week end but she says SAM Jid not
want to get his cute lltUe klss-tlckler wet I wonder If a mustache

It's not the going to college, but what you
go away with that counts. Similar to burglary.
A recent rumor on the campus had it that
approximately 40 percent of the women students this term are married and that 10 percent
are engaged;'." Another rumor held that 25
percent have reached a ripe old age and 24 percent tip the scales "up yonder." Maybe so,
but OH that remaining one percent.

would help HALDON DORRS offensive style any? What say, WADDY?
LUCIA CHANDLER ask some of
the girls In the hall why it was that
BILL INSKO would not date her
as he did last summer. They told
her she was slightly clumsy, but
MISS BUCHANAN says she doesn't
get her lipstick on straight
Speaking of love affairs- RAY
WRIGHT seems to be only a shadow of his former self. Now I wonder If that Is caused by DAISY
NICHOLSON'S leaving school or his
hard work and prise winnings.
rve noticed that since "DOG"
YOUNG got to be a freshman he Is
looking mighty weak and rundown.
Now If some klndhearted person interested hi athletics would install a
few more radiators In the halls with
BETTY CHENAULT, DOROTHY
TYNG and several other radiatorwarmers of high school days hanging around them Eastern might
have another FEEBACK In training.
O
The deepest lake In the world Is
Lake Baikal m Siberia, having a
depth of SJBJ.

t
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THE EIGHT "DO MORES"
1—Do more than exist.
LIVE.
3—Do more than touch, / .
FEEL.
3—Do more than look, ...
OBSERVE. .
4—Do more than read,
ABSORB.
S—Do more than hear,
LISTEN.
6—Do more than listen,
UNDERSTAND.
7—Do more than think.
PONDER
8—Do more than talk.
SAY 8MOETHING.
—Pine Ridge Booster.
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Biography

Clark—William Glfford, Tory Satirist, Critic, and Editor.
Lincoln—New Letters and Papers of
Lincoln.
And there still remains the freshman who asked the other day if It
was Daniel who started the Lion'"
Club.

c

Don't^D

LET YOUR FEET DEFEAT YOUR
APPEARANCE!
Rightly or wrongly, you are judged by appearance.
Keeping your shoes well-heeled and well-soled la an inexpensive way of insuring favorable judgment.

Special Attention Gi ven to Mail
Order Work.
<

*

i

Bybee Shoe Hospital
SECOND AND WTER STREETS

Special Service
TO STUDENTS
An Agent in Each Hall!
Room 24, Sullivan Hall—Miss Virginia Smith
Room 112, Burnam Hall—Miss Christine Gantlev
Room 131, Memorial Hall—Rawdy Waittakar

Modern Dry Cleaners
H. S. BYBEE
215 E. Main, in the Bottom

Telephone 414

Gome To See Us!

Notice!
Your list of Books is not complete until you have a good Dictionary^ Ask
to see these at our counter. .

College Book Store
Basement Admr. Building

/\

The College Book Store
Service Station
BOOKS, STATIONERY, PARKER FOUNTAIN PENS AND PEN REPAIRING.
OFFICIAL EMBLEM JEWELRY. SPECIAL ORDERS MADE FOR ARTICLES
NOT CARRIED IN STOCK.

We once heard of a woman who liked to
argue so well that she never ate anything that
agreed with her.

BASEMENT ADMR. BLDO.

The educated man is capable of accepting
truths as established and building on mem.

Eastern Students Are Always Welcomed

All is quiet on Eastern's front, and some of
the barb-wire entanglements have been removed. Why can't college students refrain
from cutting across a lawn to save a few feet
difference in walking around? Follow the
walks and we shall be able to remove the remainder of the entanglements.

60s
26c
26c
66c
86c
86c

The best way to settle a difficulty is with the
other fellow, and not with everyone not concerned.

I

Woodbury's Face Cream
-39e
Woodbury's Face Cream ...——-lie
Woodbury's Facial Soap
19r
Ponds Face Cream Jars
-69c
Ponds Cream
f\fMi
Ponds Cream Tubes
19c

26c Liaterine^Teoth Pasta
60c Ipaia "x^sJj^Paete
60c Pepsodent Tooth Paste
11.00 Gpty's Face Powder
60c Pebeco Tooth Pasta
26c Packers Tar Soap:- *

•

19c
__39e
_39c
89c
42c
fff

STOCKTON'S DRUG STORE -i-

&
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THE EASTERN PROGRESS
RECENT ADDITION TO LIBRARY
RULES FOR USE OF NEW
Walter: Periodicals for the Smau
SWIMMING POOL
uorary.
Mouanuy:
vine
Language
DevelBRIDGE PARTY
opment oi uie Pre-ocaou* cnud.
1. A warm soap bath without
Mrs. Russell L Todd entertained iiugues: cur Keiauons to toe nasuit must be taken before entering
with bridge Wednesday afternoon,
Regular
Physical
Examinations
of
ue
Western
nemwpnere.
the pool. A thorough bath Is neceswith five tables in play. Mrs. Wil- mmaoofc; uoy ocouu oi America.
sary. Soap must be used; otherwise
tion Urged as Disease
liam Mlllard made top score, sod Williams: AUOing a Mew. uimenadmittance to the pool will be rePreventive
Miss Mabel H. Pollitt was given
fused.
sion to IHBJMMB
the consolation.
X If It Is necessary to use toe
The guests included Mesdames O. Carpenter, Run: ine Teachers ana
toilet or urinal, be sure to wash
STUDENTS HEAR HENRY with
W. Ooodloe, Homer Whittington, aeconaary ucnool Administration
soap In the showers before enWilliam Mlllard, B. B. Willis, Roy B. Maosen: Kaucuonai Measuremeni
tering pool, even though a bath has
in uie Kiementary Graces. .
Clark, R. A. Edwards, A. R. Denny,
"See your doctor once a year," previously been taken.
Kearney Adams, Virgil X. Burns. Jones: commencement.
urged Dr. M J. Henry, of Louisville, 3. Each user of the pool must reMeredith J. Cox. Charles A. Keith. Bragaon: counseling the College In
an address delivered before the port to the swimming instructor
btuoent:
M E. Mattox, O. Marshall Brock,
bathing and before entering
James Shannon, D. J. Williams. Brewer: Cases In the Administra- student body of Eastern Teachers after
College assembled In the Hiram the pool.
tion of Guidance. Douglas Ohenault, Janet Murbach,
4. Wherever suits are required,
Misses Mary B. Floyd. Pearl Bu- Conen: Principles and Practices oi Brock auditorium Wednesday for gray
cotton suits must be worn.
regular
chapel
period.
Vocational
Guidance.
chanan, and Mabel Pollitt.
(Heavy
woolen suits shed lint and
"A
good
physical
examination
Davis, Davis: Guidance for Youth.
each year can enable your doctor to clog the filters and also the lungs.
Davis:
Vocational
and
Moral
GuidMr. Floyd Oaines, Owenton, presprevent you from having SO percent They cannot be kept as clean as the
ance.
ident of the class of '31, has been Fryer:
of the diseases you would otherwise lighter suits and the dyes often
Vocational
Self-Guidance.
a recent visitor on the campus.
have;'' he declared. The entire ad- "run.")
Gallagher:
courses
and
Careers.
Miss Ann Conrad, Dry Ridge, fordress
centered around the work of 5. Persons with colds will be remer student at Eastern, is visiting Bill: Readings In Vocational Life. the public health departments.
fused admittance to the pool.
6. Persons with boils, skin erupher sister, Florence Conrad, and at- Holbrock: Our World of Education.
Dr.
Henry
stated
that
the
United
|
Kitson: HDW to Find the Right Votending Chautauqua.
inflamed eyes, or other simStates as a nation ranks tenth In tions,
cation.
ilar Infections will likewise be reMiss Alma Herd has been the
public
health
work
done
and
gave
week end guest of Mrs. Gertrude Lincoln: Manual for Teachers to figures to show how little we have fused admittance.
Accompany Gowin and Wheatley's
Humphrey.
7. The swimming instructor may
done In this line. He stated that bar
"Occupations."
from the pool any person who
Muss Inez TTaylor has been called
$600,000,000
worth
of
cosmetics
and
to her home in St. Helens on ac- Michigan, University: Vocational $700,000,000 worth of candy are con- in his opinion appears unclean or
count of the illness of her mother.
imormatlon.
Persons who have skin
each year In this country diseased.
Miss Marjorie Long, Shelbyvllle. Prosser, Alien: Vocational Educa- sumed
eruptions or any possible communwhile
we
set
aside
only
$120,000,000
is visiting her sister, Miss Mary Loicable conditions should be referred
tion In a Democracy.
public health work.
gan Long.
to a doctor by the swimming inSmltn, Blougn: Planning a Career. forThe
speaker
gave
as
examples
structor.
Dr. J. T. Dorrls, T. E. McDon- Teeter: A student's Work-Book In
several diseases which take great 8. Spitting or otherwise polluting
ough and Bob Rice have returned
Guidance.
from Asheville, N. C, where they Teeter: A Syllabus on Vocational toll of human lives and showed how the water is forbidden. If It is necthey can be controlled if discovered essary to spit, do so In the scum
attended a Y. M. c. A. camp.
Guidance.
"The south would not have gutter near one of the outlets for
Children's Bureau: Vocational soon
been
rejuvenated If the public the gutter. (If this Is done the spitGuidance.
health
had not been tle will be carried away with the
LIBRARY TRAINING IS Watson:
A Source Book for Voca- able to departments
overcome and prevent two first wash).
*
tional Guidance.
BECOMING NECESSARY Weaver:
diseases, malaria and yellow fever," S. Persons falling to comply with
Building a Career: .
said.
any of the above regulations will
Drewry: Pupil Participation In he"The
mortality rate of tuberculo- be refused admittance to the pool.
During the past year the library
High School Control.
staff at Eastern has answered many Cleveland Teachers Federation: sis has been reduced 200 percent In 10. After leaving the pool be
past 30 years by public health sure to thoroughly dry the body berequests from teachers concerning
Social Guidance in Cleveland the
work," Dr. Henry stated. "The ad- fore dressing.
the selection of suitable books, colHigh Schools.
O
lections of free materials that any Dlemer, Mullen: Pupil Citizenship. vance of control and prevention of
tuberculosis Is the result of the disGRIN BOX
school should have, materials and Evans: Home Rooms.
equipment for small labraries, book Foster: Extra-Currlcular Activities covery that this disease Is not hereditary, but Is spread by close con- Unas: "Onythlng new in the palists for various groups and various
In the Junior High Schools.
and association. No examina- per today?"
ages, and many other practical
Indiana Department of Public In- tact
for tuberculosis is complete un- Duos: "Yes, the date."
questions.
struction: Extra-Curricular Ac- tion
x-ray picture of the chest has
^-O
As never before, libraries are contivities for Indiana High Schools til
been
obtained and studied," he de- A terrible storm was Drewing and
sidered a vital part of any school. Johnston:
Point
Systems
and
clared.
In the May number of the Library
they parked the car by the side of
Awards.
Dr. Henry said that overweight the road.
Journal Calvin Cooudge has an ar- Jordan:
Extra-Classroom
Activities
ticle on rural libraries, In which he
probably
was
not
very
dangerous
to
in Elementary and Secondary persons under 45 years of age, but "Are you afraid?" he abkod.
says:
No," she replied, "not it you take
Schools.
"In spite of all the other facilithat over this age overweight is a that cigarette out of your mouth."
McKown:
Extra-Currlcular
Activities, books are the principal pervery serious condition. "If we take
O
ties.
manent repository of knowled ge and
the normal mortality rate for per- Frosh: "I believe this school is
McKown:
School
Clubs.
culture. An Individual may make
sons over 45," he said, "as 100, we haunted."
progress without books but the peo- Meyer, Eddleman: Financing Extra will find that the expected mortality Dignity: "Why?"
Ourrtcular Activities.
ple as a whole are dependent on
will be 122 when the persons are Same Frosh: "I hear so many
them. Where there is the most Mlllard: The Organisation and from 5 to IB percent overweight." talking about school spirit"
Administration
of
Extra-Currlculeolsure and the least outside diO
O
lar Activities.
version the need for books and the
Student: "I had a cake of soap
benefits from them are greatest. Oak Park, UL: Our High School
named after me."
Provision for rural libraries would
Clubs.
t-rof.: "Dont kid me. I've been
be a public service of the first im- Parker: The Morning Exercises as
called Ivory ever since I can reportance."
a Socialising Influence.
member."
All rural schools do not have ad- Roemer, Allen: Extra - Ourricular
O
equate libraries but all high schools
Acuvities in Junior and Senior
Aviator: "Wants fry?"
In Kentucky must have libraries In
At the close of the mid-year ex- Student: "Sure."
High Schools.
order to mee the requirements of St lUuis, Mo.: Socializing-Inte- amination period at the Columbia Aviator: "I'll catch one for you."
the new high school standard. DurUniversity, student editors of the
grating Activities.
ing the next two years there will Terry: Extra-Currlcular Activities Spectators, official student publicabe a great demand for teacher-lition of the university, tried to get
In the Junior High School.
brarians. That means that to qual- Wagner: Assembly Programs.
forty professors to take an examiify for this position you should at Wilds: Extra-Curricular Activities. nation. Many of the professors deleast have six semester hours In li- Lyman, Cox: Junior High School cided firmly. The good sports who
brary science, according to the size
took the examination didn't do so
Practices.
of your high schools. Schools hav- Cassidy:
Golden Deeds In Charac- well with it and all but four asked
ing an enrollment of more than
that their names be withheld from
ter Education.
100 students must have a teacherlibrarian with 12 hours of training. Flshback: Character Building for publication.
The questions used were those
Junior High School Grades.
Eastern has a library science curprepared
by Thomas Beer and pubNebraska:
Character
Education.
riculum that makes it possible for
lished recently In Scribner's Magayou to take as much as 12 semester Oregon: Character Education.
Studies In Conduct.
zine. They cover chiefly matters of
hours In library science. This gives
you the necessary training to fill U. S. Office of Education: Survey general information, which a perof Land-Grant Colleges and Uni- son with a keen memory and given
the position of teacher-librarian
omnivorous reading might know.
versities. ,'
under the new standards and enaAn intelligent person, needing the
bles you to organize and conduct Edwards: Undergraduates.
your library In a way that it will Leonard: Surey of Higher Educa- information involved, could get it
tion for the United Lutheran from any good reference library.
be of greater service to your student body and the community.
However, the students were tryChurch In America.
Miss Clara Davles, full time in- Little: The Awakening College.
ing to demonstrate the folly of exstructor of library science, has done Philadelphia: Everyday Manners aminations in general and to emgraduate work In the school for liphasize the weak points of the sysfor American Boys and Girls.
brary service in Chicago University McSkimmon, Lynch: The Magic tem to some of toe stlffest examand has been particularly interested
iners on the faculty.
Spear.
in school library work. This enables Wilson: Connersvule Count of
Professors, the student examiners
her to understand the problems pesay, are as fidgetty as undergraduStudy In Mathematics.
culiar to school libraries as distinct Peterson: How to Know Wild ates during examination, and they
from public libraries. 8he has been
Fruits.
don't hesitate to bluff when they
vitally interested in local schools Swingle: A Textbook of Systematic aren't sure of the answer. Perhaps
since coming to the state and has
Botany.
they'll reform after this ordeal.
visited more than a score of schools Lovell: The flower and the Bee.
a tendency to liberalize exto render various services. As prac- Makslmov: A Textbook of Plant There's
amination
and grading systems obtice work with her classes In cataPhysiology.
servable
In
many educational Instiloging she has cataloged three Saunders: Useful Wild Plants.
tutions already.
school libraries during the year.
Such services rendered are limited Cheyney: What Tree is That?
by the lack of time on the part of Chupp: Manual of Vegetable-OarEDITOR'S NOTE
den Diseases.
our library staff for extension work
All students are urged to con-1
so, If you have any calls for us to Story: Individuality and Clothes.
tribute any items of interest, news,
come over and help you, please let Hall: The Advertising Handbook.
announcements, or society news to
us know quite early In the school Tinkham: The Debinkment of Ad- the
Progress, which Is being pubvertising
and
Prosperity.
year, and, If possible, we shall be
lished
two weeks during the
Savage: American College Athlet- summerevery
delighted to answer your call.
""witns,
ics.
O
student sufficiently interestMost people are happier than the Savage: Games and Sports in Brit- edAny
In Journalistic work or news
reformers and philosophers who are ish Schools and Universities.
writing may be made responsible
trying to lead them out of their Matthias: The Deeper ilMMiBl of fir certain types of work and added
misery..
Physical Education.
to the staff.
Ryan: The Literature of American Any news received after Monday
_
o
The final proof of courtesy is to School and College Athletics.
df publication week cannot reach
have an ailment just like the one Brunner: Tracks and Tracking.
the press.
the other fellow describes and not
tell him.

PERSONALS

SEE DOCTOR
ONCE YEAR

Professors Balk
at Taking Exams

Children Found
to Have Defects
A very extensive program for the
correction of defects found in school
children is being put on by the local health department, according to
Dr. Coleman, county health officer.
An alarmingly large number of
school children were found to havt
one or more defects st recent school
examinations. Many of these children have minor defects and the
health department is urging the
correction of all defects no matter
how insignificant they may appear
because these defects that are so
often overlooked are the source oi
serious illnesses later in life.
Sixty-seven percent of the children examined to date have defective teeth and 23 percent were found
to have tonsils that need to be re-

moved. It is Interesting to not*
that over 80 percent of children
with defective teeth and tonsils an
underweight.
Many cases of poor vision that
will result In the premature wearing of glasses or more serious results were found Quite a number
of active cases of tuberculosis are
being taken care of by their family
physician.
Every parent of defective children
is being notified by mall and literature is being sent them. Personal
home visits are being made to unresponsive parents urging all to take
their children to their family physician or dentist during the summer months so that they will not
lose time from school of illness or
the time lost in having these defects corrected during the school
term.
O
The only trouble with being the
light of her life is that you cannot
go out every night.

'M-m-m, V^ould
/ou L,iKc to
Take a Walk?"

■

When Yon Take
Your ♦'Sugar"
to Tea

You'll be besieged with
dates for all important
campus affairs the minute
you appear in one of our
fascinating new frocks . ..
and we have styles for.all
those important dates . . .
irresistibly low-priced I
So.90 to $14.75

or a show, or jnat
for a walk . . . you want to look
at smart as can be! You can do
It inexpensively if yon bar your
togs here!
Suit.
$19.75,
Hats
MM to 14.98
Shoes
$2.98 to 14.98

J. C. PENNEY

J. C PENNEY
Company, Inc.

Company, Inc

All-Day Frolic
Picnic and
Barge Trip
on the Scenic Kentucky River

Dancing
Swimming
Boating
Excursion ing

' %
v . r<-

think of your
druggist's
Service, service, and more
service. Open early and late.
Having what you want when
you want it. Drugs. Confectionery. Stationery. Cigars.
Sundries. Beautiful Sheaffer's
Lifetime" pens, pencils and
desk sets. FIRST, think of
your druggist's!

WHY Break in New Shoes ?
WHEN WE CAN RE-BUILD THOSE COMFORTABLE
ONES YOU NOW HAVE ON?

Busses Leave Campus at 7 a. m. Sharp

All Work Guaranteed
■

Richardson's
SHOE SERVICE

SHEAFFEP;S
mm- u a. rw. o*.

Cor.lUli

EL

Saturday, July 4th

Second SL

■*

$1.50 Round Trip
Including Bus Transportation
Tickets on Sale at College Book Store

Enrolled Students Eligible

•

i

•

T
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THE EASTERN
PROGRESS
••—

It Ls esetlmated that there are
approximately 4,000 students from
the Philippine Islands attending
schools and colleges In the United
'States.

PAPER STAFF EASTERN GETS RAPS LEAGUE
NOT COMPLETE LOWER RATES VIEWS OF U. S.

According to the president of the
University of Michigan, only one
freshman In four has a chance to
stand the grind of a college life.

Opportunities Available for Signs Contract With Ken Refusal of Nation to Arbitrate
tucky Utilities That EfFully Not Conductive to
Several New Students
^-fecte $2,006 Savin*
Peace, Says Latane
Desiring Places

PALACE
Barber Shop
HAIR CUTS —_
25c
SHAVES
:—15e
\ Opposite
A. & P. Grocery'

"You Don't Have to be
Rich to be Stylish"
C

Uhi

Several vacancies appear In the
editorial and reportorlal staffs of
the Eastern Progress, official student publication of Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College, according to announcement this week
by Kenneth T. Marshall, editor-inchief. None of the reportorlal staff
has been selected in an effort to
publish the term's first two Issues
on appointed dates.
The paper Is a strictly student affair with exception of the printing
which ls done by the Richmond
Dally Register. Students interested
in journalistic work are requested
to confer with the editor, and tryouts will be given before filling the
remaining vacancies.
The editorial, advertising and
reportorlal staffs are to be greatly
increased over last year, thus adding an opportunity for more students to participate in the publication of the paper.
O
The British commonwealth of nations covers about one-fourth of the
habitable area of the world.
University of Kansas fraternities
have sworn off the use of liquor as
a result of the arrest of two students. The resolutions were adopted by 30 fraternities.
.

Shop
Offers
Exceptional
Values in

$5.00
Penney's Saves
you money on

and

$1.95
HATS

Hosiery
•

•

•

Gloves
•

•

•

^5he

Toiletries

Style
Shop

and all the small, but to important accessories that you
need for campus smartness.

J. C. PENNEY
.^Cooflany. Inc

CANFIELD'S
Dry Goods, Ready-to-Wear and
Millinery
Madison Theatre Building

Phone 633

Richmond, Ky.
If

Try WAYMAN'S First

Wayman 's
Department Store
I

^^^^^^^

Second & Main Sts.

Elk's Building

NO MATTER HOW CAREFULLY RAW MILK
IS PRODUCED PASTEURIZATION WILL MAKE
IT SAFER.
r

All Pasteurized Dairy Products

By The

i

Kentucky ^r
.«■

Phone 420

- .

MEET

AT

Although bund, three young wornen are making records in their
studies at the University of Texas,
They also swim, dance, and partldpate In other university actllvtles.

Co-eds at the University of Mlchlgan at Ann Arbor were defeat* i to
their attempt to prove themselves
human beings in a debate with men
students at Ann Arbor. 2 . •

FRANKFORT IS HEARD AT EASTERN

Negotiations with the Kentucky ' Dr. John H. Latane, of the Johns
Utilities Company by the Eastern Hopkins University, scored the atKentucky State Teachers College for titude of the United States toward
reduced electric rates were conclud- the League of Nations saying that
ed recently when the college ex- our refusal to arbitrate fully with
ecutive committee at a meeting at world powers ls not conductive of
the attorney general's office at world peace, In an address delivered
Frankfort obtained a new contract before the public affairs class of the
from the power company which will Eastern Kentucky State Teachers
provide an annual saving to the col- College summer school In the Hiram
lege estimated at approximately Brock auditorium.
Dr. Latane concluded Thursday
$3,000.
A study made by the Eastern afternoon a series of five lectures
Kentucky State Teachers College of concerning current Latin-American
electric rates paid by colleges and affairs, drew a comparison In his
universities In the country revealed morning address between the exthe fact that 75 percent of the col- tent of arbitration among the Latinleges were receiving lower rates. American republics and the arbitraThe new rate for Eastern will com- tion among the nations of the rest
pare favorably with rates being paid of the world. He snowed that the
by colleges thruout the country con- Latin-American republics have setsuming approximately the same tled nearly all of their International
disputes through arbltratlve deamount of power.
The committee authorized Attor- liberation.
"The instability of the Latinney General J. W. Cammack to take
such legal action as might be neces- American republics and the fresary to recover from the Fidelity quency of local disorders and reand Casualty Company of New bellions," he stated, "have ugiven
York, bondsmen for the bankrupt the world the idea that our southDeRuntz Heating and Plumbing ern neighbors are warlike and ferCompany, contractor on the Weaver ocious. But this Is not so. None of
Health Building, any 'loss which the Latin-American republics have
might be sustained by the college spent as many days in International
in the completion of this contract war during the past century as has
This outlayThe DeRunts Heating and Plumbing the United States.
Company failed on March 17, and ing of war between nations is a
the Ben F. Hurst Company of Rich- result of the habit of arbitration.
mond was employed to complete the There have been over 300 treaties
of arbitration amongst the South
contract.
The committee accepted the bid American countries during the past
of $509.50 of the F. A. Kamp Floor- 100 years."
"The so-called outlawing of war
ing Company, Cincinnati, O, to install asphalt tile flooring on the rec- by deliberation treaties," he continued, "seems to me to be a futile
reation room in Burnam Hall.
Purchase of gas ranges" to replace gesture unless it ls followed up by
No nation ls
coal ranges in the cafeteria kitchen practical methods.
going to disarm until it has a feelwas approved.
Bids for the interior decoration of ing of security. They are not goto feel secure until the mechanthe Administration Building were ing
ism of arbitration Is better deopened by the committee and the veloped. Disarmament is the last
bid of P. L. winging, being the low- step, not the first. The proper and
est bid, was accepted.
logical sequence of events calls for
Those who attended the meeting arbitration and deliberation."
were Senator N. U. Bond, R, E. Turley, H. L. Donovan, and J. W. Cam- "'The aggressive and expanding
mack, members of the committee. nations," Dr. Latane said, "will not
Others present were C. F. Weaver, take their problems to a world
court; the nations which are
member of the board of regents, C. world
on
the
defensive are the ones which
O. Weber, architect, and' O. M
trying to uphold a world arbitraBrock, business agent, George are
tion body. The attitude of the
Fawkes, manager of the Kentucky United States towards the League
utilities Company, Mr. Watt and of Nations Is impossible of explaMr. Reed, also of the Kentucky nation.
President Wilson had an
Utilities Company, and representa- idealistic dream, but the United
tives of the General Electric Corpo- States not only refused to cooperate
ration and Westlnghouse Electric with the rest of the world, but
and Supply Company, who sub- attempts to throw a monkey wrench
mitted proposals on electric genera- Into everybody's else machinery.
tors which the college was consider- We've proposed world peace and the
In gpurchaslng.
outlawing of war, but we refuse to
O
do anything to prevent war.
We
AN IDEAL HOME
will not even sign a deliberation
By RUBY KEABNE8
treaty which will give us a voice In
Editor's Note: The following any world arbitration; the Euroessay won second place in the re- pean powers have asked us to
cent essay contest for students of pledge ourselves to consult with
the Home Economics classes In them when trouble arises and arthe Model High School. The es- bitration ensues, but we refuse to
say winning first place was pub- even do that. Is this conducive of
lished in a. previous Issue of the world peace?" he concluded.
—O
Progress:
Newton: "Let's be friends to the
An Ideal home Is a place which
furnishes rest and security to all of end."
Crace: "Good—lend me five."
its members; It Is a desirable place
Newton: "Thats the end."
to rear and train children; It Is
—O
made up of many elements, among
Officer: "You are under arrest
which are love, health, honesty, and
respect for others. Every member for violating the law."
Junior: "But, officer, I am a
of the family has a share In making
college student."
the home happy and comfortable.
Officer: "Ignorance ls no exIn establishing a home the right
kind of Ideals and standards should cuse."
—O
be set up. Living beyond the in"Shes a perfect photograph of
come, going to extremes in social her
father, and a pretty good phonactivities* and neglecting the chil- ograph of her mother."
dren for/other interests soon make
O
1
it Impojslhle to achieve an ideal
Patrolman C. H. Cooper of Manshome, i
-*
field, O., was knocked from his moA house Is not necessarily a home. torcycle by an automobile, skidded
A great mistake which is made by 20 feet sitting down, and arose to
many people Is that they think that f tod the seat of his trousers gone.
consists chiefly of a
an Ideal
big h
well-furnished, but a
its only the material
house re]
side; s
home represents the
Spiritual
An ideal home fur
rushes opportunity for spiritual,
Even if
mental, moral, t and physical development. Every member of the ram
yott came to school with
ily because a custodian of these
a trunk b-u4-g4-n-g with
precious ingredients, which if properly will produce an Ideal home.
good-looking clothe* . ..
Since the home Is maintained
chiefly for the purpose of training
children, every effort should be
made to educate them for a worthy
and useful place In life. The home
should be a place of family understanding.
The home should be Interested In
the spiritual and moral development
of Its members. It Is s place for
establishing religious Ideals The
moral standards learned in the
home are those which are most likely to become firmly rooted in charactor.
■ te come in and let us show
An ideal home Is possible only
yen what smart new styles we
when every member of that househave, temptingly low in price,
hold exwrises his best Judgment
se that when a very special
A household account should be kept
occasion turns up, and you
by every member hi order that each
one might see how much and for
/■at must have some new
what he spends money.
clothes, you'll know right
Every family should save a cerwhere to come!
tain percentage of Its money to be
used In old age. In case of illness
or in case of death; also educationwell
Da
al opportunities should be provided
h* glad to greet old
for In the family budget.
'\
The Ideal home provides for these
te
things: care of health, love, honesty,
loyalty, cleanliness, oompanlonabUity, self-control, sympathy, good
judgment, desire for children, religion, patience, cooperatlveness, respect for others, every member of
J. C. PENNEY
family share a responsibility.
Company, Inc.
Certainly there are other characteristics of the Ideal home, but
where the fore-going ideals axe
found the home will approximate
the ideal home of those who wish
the best that life can give.

You
Owe It
to Yourself!
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At the Height of
the Season
A Spectacular
Showing of

Bathing Suits
$1.69 $0.50 $0-95
■

All wool—All colors

Owen McKee
PHONE 60
.

Style

Headquarters

COLLEGE MEN SET THE STYLES. WE GIVE
THEM WHAT THEY WANT
You wiH always find the new and up to date here.
STYLE IS EMPHASIZED
KERCHIEFS UP TO SUITS

Sport Coats
Flannel Pants
$10.00
$5.00
. Sport Oxfords
$5.00

LEEDS «c EDWARDS
CLOTHING COMPANY

Madison Laundry
t

SPECIAL ATTENTION
to
STUDENTS LAUNDRY

